"Panacea" is a new album of piano music released by Dmitry Malikov as part of
the "Pianomania" creative project. Each individual musical piece in the album
helps the listener to release emotional stress, relax, and achieve inner harmony.
The album title and the concept of its design can be perceived as rather
provocative. After all, Panacea is a Greek goddess of universal remedy. In ancient
Greece, it was widely believed that music can create a certain mood and
harmonize the state of mind. In fact, Pythagoras of Samos recommended music
as a panacea for the ailing body and soul.
Individual compositions that comprise the album have received unusual names.
Together they form a small poem that places you in a special mood for the
listening.
Deeply in thoughts
About the rush, the past, the impossible
With a breath of music
I become happy.
The shadow leaves.
The soul is filled. It’s fresh.
I am alive, I’m happy, I fill good

Dmitry had been working on the new creation for over a year. For the first time
in his career, the recording of the album was done outside a professional studio,
with Dmitry at home, playing his favorite Steinway D‐274 grand piano.
It gave the music more intimacy and comfort. The author emphasizes,
“…Throughout the creation of this album, I have strived to make it as light and
airy as possible. That is why the pieces are not filled with the abundance of
musical instruments, and instead feature the most important instrument of my
life, the grand piano! I hope that through its vibrating strings you will feel the
delicate strings of my soul, and through its beating mallets you will hear the
sounds of my heart…”
Initial reviews reveal that the "musical medicine" created by Dmitry Malikov does
not merely supply aesthetic pleasure. The music brings peace to one's soul, inner
harmony, and an endless flow of positive energy.
Follow the music, while focusing only on what is happening inside of you, and at
some point you will feel that it leads you to this amazing bliss.
To experience the full magical effect of Dmitry's music by yourself, please take no
less than two compositions a day.

